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I. PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report i8 to document the i_ertlnent events con-
cerned with the launch, float and flight of Balloon Launched Decelerator
Test Vehicle AV-3 and the performance of the Decelerator System installed
therein. The report will describe and provide data pertinent to the
j o
i
flight trajectory and decelerator test points at the time of decelerator
deployment as well as a description of the time history ot vehicle events
and anomalies encountered during the missio_.
The final Lest reports for BLD]' Vehicles AV-I, AV-2 and AV-4 are
contained in the following MMC documents:
AV-I - Document number TR-3720289
\,
AV-2 Document number TR-3720291
_ AV-4 - Document number TR-3720295
,
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_: II. MISSION OBJECTIVES
The mission objective for the BLDT program is to subject the Vi.,Sng
Decelerator System to qualification test requirements at simulated Mars
entry conditions and in the wake of a full scale blunt body which simu-
lates the Viking Lander Capsule. The program test requirements provide
for parachute qualification at simulate, Mars atmospheric conditions which
are consistent with parachute deployment at supersonic, transonic and sub-
sonic conditions.
The flight of vehicle AV-3provides for deployment of the decelerator
under the simulated Mars aLmospheric conditions equivalent to a subsonic
The velocity and dynamic resulting from this si.mulated
case. pressure
entry co,_ditionare sho_n on Figure II-l. The total vehicle requiremeh_s
t -
, described in paragraph 3.3 of "Parachute Test Objectives and Requirements
Document for BLDT Program" (RD-3720247) are:
Angle o_ Attack et Mortar Fire __<17°
Residual Spin Rate ____tOq°/second
Parachute Temperature at Mortar Fire _80°F
Simulated Velocityl"q" Conditions See Figure II-I
In order to provide the velocity/atmospheric density equivalent to a
subsonic Mars entry, the BLDT vehicle was lifted to high altitude (approxi-
)
mately 92,000 feat) beneath a balloon system. Once at the correct altitude
and over the White Sands Missile Range, the fllsht vehicle vas released
from the balloon load bar and .nder sround computer timed control the vehicle
vas permitted to free fall under gravitational force until the correct velo-
city and atmospheric de_sity matched the subsonic test requlrem, nt.
i
i
i
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It was also a goal of this mission to separate the vehicle aeroshell
following decelerator deployment in order to obtain a time/distance history
of the separation function.
; A descriptio_ of the BLDT vehicle, which served as the qualification
test bed, is incljded in Appendix _ of this report. A description of the
1
BL_£ mission i_ provided in Appendix B.
t
i
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III. DECELERATOR QUALIFICATION SUMMARY
The following is a summary of program events, _ertinent to the decel-
erator system, occurring from the time of decelerator system installation
in the BLDTvehicle through the recovery of the decelerator system at the
point of payload impact.
A. Operations Summary
The decelerator system was installed in the base cover of vehicle AV-3
prior to final vehicle assembly for Flight Readiness Test. The system was
Martin Marietta Corporation Serial Number 0000073 (GAC System S/N 15) with
a system weight of 124.34 and an ejected pack weight of 90.0 Ibs.
During vehicle stand time while awaiting satisfactory meteorological
conditions for launch, conditioned air was applied to the vehicle in order
to maintain the vehicle interior, including the decelerator cannister, at
a temperature below 80°F. _
The decelerator system was subject to cooling during the ascent and
float phases of th_ mission with pertinent decelerator temperatures Just
prior to release from the load bar as follows:
Sensor Location Spec. Req'd (_F) Actual Temp. (OF)
*Bridle #I +210 to -90 0
*Bridle #2 +210 to -90 18
*Bridle #3 +210 to -90 13
Mortar Cannister #i +80(No Min) 25
Mortar Cannister #2 +80 (No Min) 26
Mortar Breach +175 to +25 45 (Automatic heater
controlled)
Mortar Breach Flange +74 to +2_ 27 {
1
*Temperature measured on the base cc_er interior beneath the bridle leg.
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i B. Vehicle Performance Summary
The AV-3 Vheicle performed normally and all anticipated functions
occurred. Mortar fire was c_nded from the ground at the proper time
for the decelerator test. The flight conditions at mortar fire were:
Target Actual
Mach Number .468 .471I "
Velocity, fps 460 464
: Dynamic Pressure, psi 6.15 6.90
' Residu_l Spin Rate (deg/sec) _I00 .5
Total Angle of Attack ._17 5.7
I
_lere was no vehicle induced damage to the decelerator system.
C. Decelerator System Summary
Test conditions at peak load fell within the envelope of Mach number
and dynamic pressure shown in Figure II-1. Mortar velocity of 106 fps
was lower than expected but above the minimum required for Viking.
Visual evaluation of bag stripout and early canopy inflation were Impaired
by ice on the camera lens. Enough could be seen, however, to conclude
g_ that canopy inflation was normal with little evidence of unsymmetrical
loading.
L
The maximum parachute opening load of 12906 Ibs. occurred shortly
before first full inflation. After less than I second of canopy area!
fluctuations, the canopy reached stable inflation and showed good stabi-
lity for the remainder of flight. No damage, other than a few black
: smudges, was sustained by the parachute.
• Parachute drag fell very near the middle of the expected range estab-
lished from wlnd tunnel testing.
?
<
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The parachute opening transient induced vehicle att4tude rates as high
as 118 degrees/second initially but these rates had damped to below 30
_ degrees/second in 14 seconds.
Aeroshell separation was successfully demonstrated at a dynamic pres-
_ sure of 1.38 psf and Mach number of .193. These conditions approximate
' t the lowest dynamic pressure expected at aeroshell separation on Mars andi did, in fact, produce the slowest separation of any of the BLDT /lights.
The separation distance of 97 feet in 3 seconds was more than required to
meet the minimum system requirement of 50 feet in 3 seconds. All separa-
tion hardware performed satisfactorily.
l
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IV. MISSION OPFRATIONS
The following is a summary of the program events occurring from the
• _
time of vehicle Flight Readiness Test through Recovery Operations.
/
i
' _ A. Fllght Readiness Test and Launch
BLDT Vehicle AV-3 completed Flight Readiness Test on August 16, 1972
r
with data review being completed on August 17, i972. The airborne battery
' activation was completed on August 14 with installation in the vehicle com-
pleted prior to FRT.
Vehicle roll out for launch was completed following a 2200 hours
weather briefing on August 18 for a launch attempt at 0430 hours on August
19. The vehicle was moved out during light and intermittent rain which con-
tinued through to about 0200 hours. At about 0200 hours, the balloon opera-
tions moved forward with balloon roll out and layout. It is noted that
the early launch hour was prompted by a requirement to clear the range and
control center by ii00 hours due to range schedule interference caused by
a higher priority program.
Balloon winch up proceeded at approximately 0535 at which time a light
to moderate rain storm hit the launch site. The winch up and launch con- !
tinued smoothly and without incident despite the local rain shower. The !
winds at launch (surface to 600 feet) were very light contributing to a
very smooth launch at 0545 hours.
!
B. Ascent and Float
The ascent and float phase of the mission was very eventful wlth the i
balloon ascent being very erratic and slow and with the trajectory to float
1973011285-017
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deviating from the predicted trajectory. The expected ascent rate for _his
mission was on the order of I000 feet/minute. As shown on Figure IV-l, the
ascent rate during the initial hour and fifteen minutes followl_g launch
was erratic probably due to added system weight of atmospheric moisture and
wet balloon corn starch which would normally have shed from the balloon sur-
faces. The balloon was also floating in cloud layers which prevented solar
heating of the helium which would have aided in system llft. It was reported
that the balloon passed through a temperature inversion which would also
delay the system ascent.
Because of the initial slow ascent, the trajectory to float fol-
lowed ground winds iea northeasterly direction reaching approximately
_ 55 miles NNE of the launch site before assuming a trajectory which inter-
i sected the northern range extension. The ground track is shown in Figure
IV-2. This initial ground track is shown in arrows and is an estimated plot
based on sightings and estimated wind velocity and time. The predicted track
for this mission would have had the system float to 60,000 feet at 8 to I0
_- miles north of Roswell then float westerly through the middle of the range
i 70 mile area. The time from launch to range intersect was predicted at 3.8
hours. The actual time to range intersect was approximately 6 hours.
The range radar acquired the floating system at 1353 hours Z at an
_ altitude of approximately 24,000 feet. The ground track shown in Figure
IV-2 is radar plot from the point of radar acquisition to the end of mission.
During the ascent phase, first TM data was received at 1347 hours Z
whil_ the system float altitude was approximately 20K feet. Radar beacon
tr_:k was acquired at approximately 1353 hours Z and 24K feet. The airborne
' command receivers were captured at approximately 1510 hours Z when the system
1973011285-018
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was at an altitude of about 85K feet. The command system operation was
; cerified by transmitting the commands safe and safe backup and monitoring
system response via the TM downlink.
i
Since there was no range constraint on the vehicle drop azimuth, the
AV-3 vehicle did not utilize an airborne azimuth pointing system.
C. Vehicle Fli_ht
The flight of vehicle AV-3 consisted of a vertical drop with no spin
or main motor propulsion. Once release_ from the balloon load bar, the\
vehicle accelerated to the test velocity while dropping to the altitude
(density) where the test requirement of velocity vs dynamic pressure was
in accordance with the test envelope shown in Figure II-I. During the drop
all vehicle functions occurred as predicted with the mortar fire func-
tion occuring on ground command when the ground computer timed out at drop
+16.47 seconds, (Airborne programmer issued mortar fire at drop +18.17
seconds).
The sequence of vehicle events is provided in Table IV-I. Table
IV-2 contains a summary of predicted and actual flight parameters.
D. Recovery
The recovery portion of the mission was completed ott T+I day with all
major portions of the vehicle and decelerator being recovered. The recovery
was complicated by the distance between the northern range extension impact
and the L-36 recovery building. The impact also occurred on a hillside I
in such position that vehicle disassembly was required so that a helicopter
could airlift the pieces to a more accessible loadin B area. i
1973011285-019
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Discussion of the condition of the recovered hardware, including the
; decelerator, is covered in later appropriate paragraphs. It is noted that
the base cover and interior of the recovered vehicle contained fairly
heavy deposits of white material, probably cornstarch. It is also noted
that the recovery crew reported finding wet vehicle interior surfaces
with ice formations on the rocket motor support structure surfaces.
,p
\
I
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TABLE IV-2
SUMMARY OF FLIGHT PARAMETERS
PREDICTED ACTUAL
A. Drop Time, GMT -- 17:45:00.60
B. Drop Conditions
I. Longitude (DEG) -- 106.244
2. Latitude (DEG) -- 34.0136
3. Altitude, Geometric (FT) 93,350 91.148
; C. Mortar Fire Conditions
I. Mach Number .468 .471
2. Dynamic Pressure (PSF) 6.15 6.90
3. Velocity (FPS) 460 464
i 4. Axial Acceleration (g's) -0.36 -0.38
5. Altitude (FEET) 89,325 87,027
6. Angle of Attack (DEG) -4.5 3.5
7. Sideslip Angle (DEG) 0.0 -4.5
D. Aeroshell Separation Conditions
!
_ I. Velocity (FPS) 194 190
2. Mach Number .198 .192
3. Dynamic Pressure (PSF) 1.32 1.38 '
4. Time for I Foot (SEC) 0.17 .215
5. Time for 50 Foot (SEC) 3.0 2.05
6. Distance at 3 seconds (FEET) 50.0 97
! ,
| ,
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V. DECELEPATOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
i
A. System Description
The objective of thls test of the Viking decelerator is to deploy
it at a dynamic pressure and velocity condition in which the velocity is
, Im_er than the lowest velocity expected on Mars as shots in Figure VI-I.
Low speed inflation and canopy stability behind a blunt forebody are
therefore of primary concern.
The Viking decelerator is a 53-foot nominal diameter Disk-Gap-Band
parachute with dimensions and general arrangement shoal in Figure V-I.
The parachute is fabricated entirely of Decree type 52 except for the
_ three-legged bridle which uses a special Goodyear proprietary fiber.
The band cloth materlal is a 1.53 oz/sq, yd. rlp-stop material having a
mTnimum s_ectfled strength of _0 Ib/In. The disk cloth is a 2.25 o_/
sq. yd. rip-stop .naterlal having a minimum specified strength of 104 Ibm/
in. The minimum specified strength of the radlal tapesp circumferential
tapes and suspension llnes are 900 pounds, 1800 pounds and 880 pounds
respectively. The above parachute strength numbers correctly reflect a
change made during development to improve the structural integrity of
J the canopy. The BLDT AV-2 and AV-4 flight test reports erroneously
reported the former development strength values.
)
The parachute is packed in a deployment bag to a density of 43 Ibm/
ft 3 and stored !n a mortar can aboard the BLDT vehicle in much the same
manner as the Viking system. The BLDT vehicle itself is practically
identical in shape and size to the Viking Lander Capsule. At mortar
[ fire, the deployment bag is ejected straight back by a mortar rheas
t
.i
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reaction force is nominally oriented thrm_gh the vehicle c.g. A break-
dc_ of the ejected weight is seen in Figure V-2 to _.otal 97 Ibs. The
relative veloclty imparted to the deployment bag is expected from ground
_ mortar tes; experience to be 112 + 3 FPS.
Addi';ional geometric data on the parachute are tabulated in Table
V-I.|
B. .__._"t= a_rFire Coud i t ions
'_]_Is flight test, unlike the other three BLDT powered flight tests,
involved simply a 16.5 seco,_d free fall drop from a balloon load bar.
The; vehicle dynamics motions at mortar fire were therefore less than on the
o:her flights. The vehicle wns undergoing a +5 degree oscillation with
! _, small roll rate of 0.5 degree/second at mortar fire. STEP trajectory
reconstructed values of angle of attack and sideslip at mortar fire are
_ 3.5 and -4.5 degrees respectiv,ely with pitch and yaw rates bein& 2.1 and
!
-5.8 degrees/second. The aerodynamic trLm ar_les o_ attack and sideslip
i fo: this BLDT vehicle at Id.N. = .47 are -4.3 and zero. This means that
the vehicle was approxLmately 9 degrees away from trim at mortar fire.
Airborne camera data was obscured by ice on the camera lens and was
therefore of little help In corroborating the mortar fire conditions.
The impo:tant conditions at mortar fire are compared to nominal
values in the summary below:
Nor tar I"ire Cond__ttion_ss Nomlna 1
Math Number .469 .471
Dynamic Pressure, psi 6.22 6.9
Velocity, fps 461 464
Axial acceleratio_ -.36 -.34
4
i
i
I
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M_rcar Fire Conditions No_ninal F_
Altitude, ft. 88800 87027
Angle of Attack, degrees -4.5 "°5
Angle of Sidestip, d._rees 0 -4.5
Total Angle of Attack, _.5 5.7
degrees
Spin Rate, deg/sec 0 -.5
I
Pitch Rate, deg/sec 0 2.1
Yaw Rate, deg/sec 0 -5.8
Parachute Temperature, °r _ 80 26
The mortar fire co_dltloas for the flight produced dynamic pressure
and veloclty condirlons at peak lo_d _,hicb fell within the desired envelope
of test conditions shown in Figure If-l, Section If.
\ f
C. ___rCar Performance
The mortar performance has been evaluated on the BLDT flights by
observing the bag stripping process fr_n the on-board cameras. On the
ftlght of AV-3, hoverer, ice on the camera lens made visual _dentlfica-
tlon of events d_fflcult. The time at which the canopy first s tarts
emerging from the depl .oFment beg Is identified from the film data a_
1.02 seconds from mortar fire. Since the camera data yes questionable,
the telemetered brldte load _races were used to confirm the ab_se llne
stretch time. The actual distance the deploym_mt bag must trovel for)
the suspension llnes to be pulled from the b4g is defined by the length
of the lines themselves. By sltmj1atLng the mortar flrins process vJth
i cot_plete aerodynamtc forces on tbe forebody and the deplw/ment bag_ the
mortar velocity can be established. The AV-3 flight conditlc',s of Hach
number, dynamic pressure and flight path angle at mortar fire are used.
. i
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The following assumptions w,_re used where detailed data are not precisely
; known:
i i. Deployment bag CDS = 1.6
i 2. Dynamic pressure gradient behind blunt forebody (Referenoe 3).
3. Forebody aerodynamic coefficients (Reference 4).
& Line and canopy stripping forces of 2 and 6 ibs respectivelyl ,_ °
(Reference 5).
5. Line bowing due to aerodynamic forces on the lines is negligible.
The line stripping sinmlation for AV-3 shows a mortar velocity of
10,5 FPS. This value does not fail within the expected range of 112 + 3
i FPS, but is above the minimum requirement of 104 FPS established by
Reference 2. The stripping process sequence derived by simulation is
shown below.
Time-Seconds Rel_tlve Velocity - FPS
Mortar Fire 0 106
Line Stretch 1.02 91.8 '
Bag Strip 1.32 84.3
The relative velocity at bag strip is seen to be more than ade-
!
quate to assure positive bag strip. The bag strip time shown abate
i is purely analytical since this event cannot be clearly seen in the film :
da_a.
D. Decelerator Inflation Seq_e
The on-board Milllken and Photosonlcs camera films were examined
in detail to establish event times and to document the character of the
}
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parachute inflation. In the sequence shown below, certain events such
as peak load and aeroshell separation were obtained from telemetry
data:
Sequence of Event___ss Time - Seconds
i Mortar Fire 0
• Line Stretch 1.02
4
i Bag Strip 1.31
Peak Load 1.77
First Full Open 1.83
Aeroshell Separation 13.76
The peak load on this flight of AV-3 occurred prior to maximum
projected area of the canopy (referred to above as first full open).
This characteristic was observed on the flight oE AV-2 _llch was also
a low dynamic pressure test.
The gr_=h o_ the canopy from line stretch was obtained by tracing
I the projected area images from the Milllken camera and integrating these
images with a planlmeter. A canopy growth parameter curve of normalized
area versus time is then constructed in Figure V-3. The projected area
at any time is divided by the projected area observed in the final
i
seconds of airborne film coverage. The time scale is normalized by the
i total filling time. The canopy growth curve is seen to be very similar
i_ in shape to the curve for AV-2 (the low dynamic pressure, transonic case).
A plo_ of the projected area ratio, Sp/SPfinal , versus time from
line stretch is presented in Figure V-4. The initial canopy area oscll-
i lations are significantly smaller than observed on the other BLDT flights.
Stable canopy inflation is also achieved sooner than the higher speed
BLDT flights.
I
;
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" Parachute inflation wds smooth "_'_.,Iv'_,-,:symmetrical. The time from
line stretch to first full inflation is seen in Figure V-4 to be .81
s,_co:ids. T!_.isvalue is p!orted in Figure V-5 along with similar data
! from PEPP and T AD'['flight t_,sts. _le fillin,g ti_p for AV-3 fails near
the lower edge of the expected uncertsinty in this parameter.
$ E. O__Eenin_1__qqd
Figure V-6 shows the time histo_-y of the total longitudinal para-
chute lo_d re_orded by the bridle attach pe',r teusiometers for time
:_eciods _f 0-]0 m_d 10.-20 seconds after _m_rtn_- [ir_ The po_k load is
_,
s__eu to be 12906 IDS, occurFing 1.77 seconds after mortar _,re. This
_ io_d compares tavo_'abi¥ with a Iodd of 12558 ibs. obtained by simulating
AV-3 dcploympnt conditions in a dynamic loads analysis program.
The individual tensiouleter readings at each bridle leg are recorded
_n Flgur_s V-7, V-8 and V-9. The tensiometer trace for bridle leg number
_.is noisy with this noise being _eflccted in other data which uses the
tensiometer readinBs as input data. By proper combination of the three
Lensiometer readings, the equivalent parachute load pull angles in pitch
ctnd yaw are obtained and plotted in Figures V-10 and V-It. These angles
are projections in the pitch and yaw planes of the total angle between the
_)arachute load and the forebody vehicle centerline. The total pull angle
is shown in Figure V-12. The structurally significant pull angle occurring
_t peak load is approximately 3.5 degrees.
Accelerometer readings in the X, Y and Z axis directions are shown
in Figures V-13, V-14 and V-15. The peak longitudinal acceleration of
7._6 g's occurs aL 1.76 seconds after mortar fire and reflects a parachute
1
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opening load of 13AO0 Ibs. _is is based on subtracting ou the aeroshell
drag component using CD of 1.06, a dynamic pressure of 7.18 psf, and a
payload mass of 56.08 slugs. The load thus obtained is 494 ibs. larger
Lhan the load indicated by the tensiometers. Aeroshe]l separation
/
occurring 13.76 seconds after mortar fire is clearly visible on the accel-
erometer traces.t
F. Vehicle Stability
The AV-3 test vehicle has a 1.35 inch center-of-gravity offset along
the yaw axis which pcoduces an aerodynamic trim condition at low subsonic speed
of -4.5 degrees angle of attack at zero sideslip angle. During the 16.5
"_ _ second free fall from the balloon load bar, the vehicle can be seen to oscil-
late in pitch and yaw about the natural trim condition in Figure VI-]2,
Section VI. At mortar fire, th_ cehicle had a negligible roll rate (-.5
de_re_/second) but had pitch and yaw rates of 2.1 and -5.8 degrees/second
respectively. Tl,eangles of attack and sideslip were 3.5 and -4.5 degrees res-
pectively. This means that in spite of very passive drop conditions_ the vehi-
cle was 9 degrees away from aerodynamic trim at mortar fire and oscillating at
about 6 deg/sec. _ars ccnditions are less severe, being limited to oscillations
of +3 degrees and rates of I deg/sec by virtue of an attitude control system.
--
q
The actual vehicle attitude rate time-histories are shown in Figures
V-Ib, V-17 and V-18. The peak attitude rate of 118 degrees/second occurs
I shortly after peak load. Pitch and yaw rates fall below 30 degrees/second
In 14 seconds and remain below 17 degrees/second after 30 seconds from
mortar fire. Figure V-]8 shows that a roll rate of 6 degrees/second is
induced by parachute deployment but for the most part hovers near zero
!
Vhroughout the flight.
x !
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G. Parachute Drag Performance
The evaluation of the drag of the parachute was conducted in two over-
lapping phases. The first used the onboard instrumentation to evaluate the
parachute forces and the second was based on the radar tracking data. The
best estimate of meteorological data was used in both phases. The velocity
and altitude for generating the dynamic pressure in the first phase was
obtained by integrating the onboard accelurometer data twice, starting at
mortar fire. The tensiometer and accelerometer data are converted to incre-
mental parachute force coefficients (CFT, CFA respectively) using the
equations:
/
= Ax x Wt/Q Sp- CD Sv/Sp
CFA
CFT = (Ft - Ax x Wp)/Q Sp
where: Ax = Vehicle axial acceleration, g's
Q = Dynamic Pressure, _sf
Wt = Vehicle weight, 1901 lb.
(1541 ib after Aeroshell Separation)
Wp = Parachute weight, 97 lb.
Sp = Parachute reference area, 2206 ft2
CDSv = Vehicle drag area, 108 ft2
Ft = Summation of tensiometer data, lb.
This phase continued for 37 second_ after mortar fire.
_i The second phase was begun just after aeroshell separation and
i
evaluated the drag coefficient necessary to obtain the radar altitude
at various subsequent times.
Parachute force coefficients derived from accelerometer and teusiometer
data are plotted versus Mach number in Figures V-19 and V-20. The two plots
i are seen to be very similar in character and reflect almost identical average
f
i
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drag coefficient magnitude. Both plots contain the oscillatory character
of the opening load and the natural frequency of the two body, spring mass
system. Dropping the 352 lb. aeroshell results in no noticeaSle parachutef
; projected area change and only a minor perturbation in the force coefficient
of Figure V-19. Aeroshell separation analysis in paragraph V-H confirms
I
that parachute drag area remains near nominal after the separation event.
When near steady state descent conditions are achieved, the tensio-
meter and accelerometer data become poor sources of parachute drag per-
formance. The vehicle is so ,Learequilibrium that noise on the traces
becumes larger tha_ variation in the parameter of interest. The quasi-
steady state drag performancc is the,,determined by iterating on drag
coefficient until the altitude change over a time increment matches the
tracking radar. Drag coefficients determined in this manner are included
on the plots in Figure V-19 and V-20.
The expected dispersion limits of parachute drag from wind tunnel
results in Reference 7 are superimposed over the flight results of AV-3
in Figures V-I9 and V-20. Both the transient response and the quasi-
_teady state drag coefficient data fall very near the middle of the
expected drag performance range.
Plots of parachute force coefficient versus time in Figures V-21 and
i V-22 are included for convenience in correlating this data vith time.
' The trajectory parameters of dynamic pressure and Mach number used in
post-mortar fire trajectory reconstruction are presented in Figures V-23
and V-24.
%
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H. Aeroshell Separation
The aeroshell separation system on all BLDT vehicles is similar _n
design and construction to the system to be used on the Viking lander. The
aeroshell is separated 7 seconds after mortar fire in the current Viking
sequence. On BLDT, aeroshell separation is timed to occur when specific
' Mach number and dynamic pressure conditions occur _n the Earth atmosphere.
Basically, separation is achieved by virtue of a favorable relative
acceleration between bodies as indicated below:
Relative Acceleration q (I= x Bchute" BA_S)
M
where B = _ for each body.
CDA
A guide rail system is used to provide positive clearance during separation.
This system involves three guide rails symmetrically oriented on the aero- .-
f shell which mate with roller guides mounted on the lander body. Moment
_. constraint is provided by two sets of roller guides separated by 6 inches
for each rail. _le effective length of the tall is 12 inches, the first
, 6 inches of which provide moment constraint and shear constraint, whereas
the last 6 inches provide only shear constraint. A compression spring in-
side each rail provides 200 ibs.force when compressed three inches at the
start of separation. Three dummy electrical disconnects were included on
i
BLDT to simulate the Viking hardware. These disconnects are of L,t_type
which require a positive force of 50 to 150 Ibs/connector to engage them.
The connector force, which assists the separation, decays to near zero in
one-fourth inch of travel.
The obJectl es of the separation demonstration are:
(I) To determine that there are no unpredictable aerodynamic distur-
bances at separation that _ould compromlse the Viking mission,
t
" 1
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(2) To exercise the separation hardware and concept to insure that
~
analytical evaluation of separation dynamics are valid, and
(3) To determine that parachute drag is adequate to produce a minimum
of 50 feet of separation between aeroshell and lander in 3 seconds.
It was intended on this flight to achieve aeroshell separation conditions
, of 1.32 psi dynamic pressure at a Mach number of .198. Actual conditions at
aeroshell separation were 1.38 psi dynamic pressure and Math number of .193.
These conditions approximate the lowest dynamic pressure expected at aero-
shell separation on Mars and therefore should produce as slow a separation
as will be seen on Mars.
The vehicle was pitching near 30 degrees per second during the separa-
! tion interval. This is equal to the 30 degree/second criteria used in the
design of the guide rail system.
Evaluation of the forward looking Milliken camera film shows a well
behaved aeroshell separation. Separation distance versus time is obtained
i
: from this film by knowing the diameter of the aeroshell to be 11.5 feet,
the horizontal field of view of the camera to be 54.9 degrees and the
frame rate to be 32 frames per second. This separation distance versus
time plot in Figure V-25 shows 97 feet of separation in 3 seconds. Simula- <
tion of this separation using actual AV-3 flight conditions shows fair
agreement with the flight results. The difference is attributed in part
to ice accumulation on the vehicle from a rainstorm that occurred during
t balloon ascent. Ice was observed on the airborne camera lenses.
The first foot of aeroshell separation is recorded by three airborne
i extensiometera and plotted in Figure V-26. Again we observe a slight mis-
match between actual and simulated traces that Is attributed to ice accu-
{
i mulation mentioned above. The fact that all three extensiometer traces ,
z i
.I i
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fall very close to one another is an indication of little angular rotation
betwee[_ _odies as they separate. In order to compute the extent of angular
rotation> _l_eguide tall and extensiometer locations must be defined as in
Figure V-27. The relative angle between bodies may then be computed and
is plotted in Figure V-28. This plot confirms that little relative angular
, rotation occurred on this separation. The constraining influence of the
rails may be seen to !_mit the angular rotation to about 0.8 degrees. This
value agrees well with _:heexpected looseness of fit of .5 to [.0 degree
between mating parts of the system. Comparison of this data with the other
three BLDT aeroshell separations and a ground test in which a 1.53 degree
relative angle was recorded when the rails were subjected to a bending
_ moment of 560 ft-lbs, indicates that the rail loads on this flight were pro-
bably very low. The rail separation system functioned satisfactorily with
no evidence of any damage to the system.
I. Parachute Recovery Assessment
A post-test inspection of the parachute was con.ducted by _C and GAC.
A report of this inspection by the parachute contract'or is presented in .
i Appendix graphic description of canopy is as Figure
C. A anotl_ lies included
i C-I therein. In general, the parachute suffered no significant damage and
this test is thereEore considered a successful qualification of the decel-
erator.
Pre-flight a,nd post-flight parachute dimensions are recorded in Appen-
dix D. Betwee, r,re-flight and post-flight measurement, however, the packed
parachute is exposed to a heat compatibility test. Experience has shown
that suspension line lengt;hs shrink approximately 2 percent during the heat
I cycle. If we also assume that the lines do not shrink as a result of flight
i
I
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loads, the line length prior to ioad must be no longer than the shortest
L
post-flight line length of 87 feet, II inches. The maximum suspension
line length increase is therefore I0 inches. This is an indication of
rather light parachute loading. The bridle leg length Increases were
11/16, 5/8 and Ii/16 inch respectively. Other dimensional changes were
'i• minor.
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TABLE V- 1
PARACHUTE GEO.M__TRICPROPERTIES
i Item Relative Value Value
Nominal diameter D 53 feet
i oGeometric porosity* 0.125 So 276 ft 2! Total area (So)** (11"/4)Do2 2206.2 ft2Dlsk area+ 0.53 SO 1169.3 ft2
Disk diameter 0.726 DO 38.5 ft
Disk circumference 2.285 Do 121 ft
GAP a'ea 0.12 So 264.7 ft2
GAP wt_th 0.042 D 2.2 ft.
o
Band area 0.35 So 772.2 ft2
Band width 0.121D O 6.4 ft
"x\ Vent area 0.005 SO II.0 ft2
Vent diameter 0.07 DO 3.7 ft
Number of suspension lines -- 48
Length of suspension lines 1.7 Do 90 ft
i * Vent plus gap provide 12.5 percent geometric porosity
i _* Disk + gap + band
+ Includes vent
,I I
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VI. VEHICLE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The following is a summary ass_,ssment of the BLDT AV-3 free fall ....
and deployment. The summary i_ prc_,nted by sub0ystem/disciplLne.
I
A. Fli_ht Dynamics
The objective of this portion of the report is to establish the actual
free fall flight performance of the AV-3 vehicle from the command for vehi-
cle release from the load bar through the command for decelerator mortar
fire. The flight test of vehicle AV-3 was required to qualify the para-
chute in a subsonic, minimum velocity, domain to assure that the parachute
would indeed inflate at low velocities without detrimental deployment
effects such as squibing.
The vehicle flight requirements for the subsonic test are established
based on Mars anticipated environments and minimum entry velocities. The
flight requirements stipulate that the velocity and dynamic pressure at
peak load must be within the test envelope shown in Figure VI-I. Also
shown are the target mortar fire and predicted conditions for both the
onboard programmer and the ground computer generated command, These tar-
get conditions are:
) MACH NO. DYNAMIC PRESSURE
Ground Command
Hortar Fire .469 6.224
Peak Load .462 6.290
Onboard Programmer
Mortar Fire .498 7.270
: Peak Load .491 7.336
t
"
i
....................... II
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_qfeJabove conditions were established such that the dynamic vreu-
i_ _ sure is between 5.6 and 7.9 Ibs/ft2- and the velocity is less than 490
ft/sec.
I. Data Sources
The intent of this section is to evaluate the flight profile
' _ and parachute test conditions of BLDT AV-3 by reconstructing its trajec-
tory using flight test data. The reconstruction is primarily based on
three sources of data:
o Meteorological data (density, velocity of sound, and winds);
o Telemetry data (accelerometers and gyros); and
o Radar data (slant range: azimuth and elevation).
\
a. Meteorological Data - Meteorological data were obtained by
standard WSMR radiosonde observation (RAOB) probes. The RAOB probe pro-
duced pressure, wind direction and velocity and temperature at 5000 feet
intervals from surface to approximately II0,000 feet. Four atmospheric
profiles were obtained for the AV-3 flight as follows:
T-24 hr. data:
I RAOB #544 launched 18 August 1972 (White Sands)T-6 hr. data:
RAOB #228 t_unched 19 August 1972 (Ja!len)
T-1 hr. data:
RAOB #0139 launched 19 August 1972 (Sl4t)
_+I hr. data:
RAOB #0495 launched 19 August 1972 (Hollon_n)
A comparison of the density of the above data shows that the T+I
hr. data were closest to the T-24 hr. data an, representative of the ._
• ! ! II
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average of all the data. Therefore, the T+I ,ir.data as shown in Table
VI-I were used for all fright analyses.
b. Telemetry Data * The fllght vehlcx_ telemetry (TM) data
was transmitted via an S-band llnk to the WSHR re,:elvlng stations J-t0
and J-67 where it was recorded and retransmitte_ v a microwave llnks to
the ftight operations control station at buildlng 300. These receiving
stations are geographlcatly located to provide _ontlnuous coverage of
the real time mission. Their 1ocatlons are shown ?n Figure VI-2. At
Buildlng 300, the Tld data were recorded for post-fllght usage and aiso
transmitted to various displays for observation and controt of Cbe mission.
The drop time reference used for the radar data reduction at NS,_
k
was 63900.00 Z. The TM data were referenced to a 63900.540 Z drop tlme
resutting in a .540 second time shift between the two data sources. The
actuat drop time may be determlne.1 within llmlts from the received and
recorded TM tones. Tones A-reset and B-reset start the ,beard program-
mer and tones I, 3 and 7 initiate parachute mortar fire. The tone com-
mands are Interlgated at .033 second intervals (commutator channcls) pre-
venting an xa=_ determination of the time of command r_eipt. The
recorded times for the TM tones aze:
TONE T[HE(Z)
7 63900.6007
IB 63900.6249 i
A-Reset 63900.6249 !
B-Reset 63900.62_0
3 63900.6286
Drop must have occurred between 63900.5953 and 63900.6007 Z and the
actual drop time was defined as 639{)0.600. The time shift in the _,
i
- _ J
\
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TM reference drop time (.06 sec) was assumed negligible, but the time
shift in the radar data (.6 sec) was significant and corrected prior
to tP¢ use of these data.
The conditioned and smoothed TM rate gyro and accelerometer data,
• which were used for flight analysis are shown in Figures VI-3 through
?
VI-6. VI-3 and VI-4 and accelerometer dataFigures are gyro respec-
tively for the time period prior to the vehicle release from the load
bar.
Figures Vl-5 and VI-6 are the same data during vehicle powered
flight. It is noted that all of the accelerometer and gyro data were
smoothed and conditioned except the accelerometer data prior to drop
_ which was only conditioned. These data were filtered with a seventy
i
(70) point standard least squares quadretic leading edge filte-. The
conditioning _as based on a two sigma (2 _) dispersion limit of the
i filtered data with wild points replaced by the quadratic prediction.
The initial estimates of instrumentation bias were obtained from
these plots by integrating the gyro data during the float period (Figure
" VI-3) and adjusting the accelerometer data for zero setting during the
I free fall portion of flight immediately after release from the load bar
(Figure VI-4) The TM instrumentation system is designed to provide a 5%
end lo end error tolerance limit but with the above biases it is Judged
that the instrumentation accuracies can be assumed to be 2%. This pro-
vldes the _ollowing accuracies: li
FUNCTION TOLERANCE ii ,
Gyros 6 deg/_ec ,'_
I Lateral Accelerometers 0.02 g's i_
_ Longitudinal Acc_lerometer 0.I0 g's ,_
l
......... | [] I i I ........ _ ................ _ l i
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c. Radar Data - The BLDT vehicle was tracked by (3) WSMR FPS-
16 radar sets, two (2) were beacon track and one was skin track. The
beacon track radars (R122 and RII3) were used for continuous track of
the vehicle until loss of beacon (T + 400 sec) at which time they switched
to skin track. The skin track radar was utilized to track other system[
components such as balloons, load bar and aeroshell. The stated accuracy
of the FPS-16 radars is 0.I to 0.3 mils in angles and 15 to 45 fe_t in
range, which is approximately 50 feet of space position.
The radars provided slant range (R), azimuth (a) and elevation (e)
data with respect to the radar site. Only the beacon track radars were
considered for performance analy_is. These radar locations are shown in
"_k Figure Vl-2. An analysis of the radar data consisted of transforming the
! (R), (A) and (E) from a given site to an (R), (A) and (E) of a second site
where the derived (R), (A) and (E) were compared with the actual measured
_ data for the second site. This analysis was completed for radar sites
R122 vs. RII3. This analysis indicates that there was a systematic bias
between the two radars. This bias is 85 ft. in slant range 50 ft in
imuth and 125 ft. in elevation. Th_ time plots of (R), (A), and (E)
i differences between the two radars are presented in Figure VI-7. R122
was selected as the prime radar due to the fact that it was much closer
to the drop location than RII3.
The radar data were post-fllght corrected by WSMR for systematic !
errors which were determined by pre-flight calibrations. Raw data of
range, azlmuth and elevation were smoothed by standard WSMR filter techni-
ques to produce velocity, altitude, flight path angle and azimuth. These
I velocity and altitude data are presented in Figure VI-8 and VI-9 for radar
site R122. These data are earth reference measurements and are _ot ambient
_ aerodynamic conditions.
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2. STEP Traiectory Reconstruction
The Statistical Trajectory Estimation Program (STEP) (Reference
9) was used to determine the reconstructed trajectory. This program
solves for the initial conditions (position, velocity, and attitude of
the vehicle) so that by integration of the gyros and accelerometers
, the trajectory matches the radar data (range, azimuth and elevation).
Besides solving for initial condition it has the capability of deter-
mining the systematic errors (biases and scale factors) on the gyros
and accelerometers. The program gives a minimum variance solution on the
radar measurements(range, azimuth and elevation). The trajectory is con-
sidered to be the optimum when the radar data are randomly dispersed
_. about the reconstructed trajectory and the variance of the range, azimuth
and elevation is within the expected tracking accuracies of the radar.
STEP requires an estimate of the biases and scale factors on the
gyros and the accelerometers. In order to obtain these biases on the
gyros, the telemetry data were examined from T-45 seconds to T+O (vehl-
cle drop). These data are shown in Figure VI-3. At this time the vehi-
cle had approximately 0.5 deg/sec rotational motion on the load bar.
The combination of this motion with the telemetry data was used to
_ determine the biases on the gyros. These biases are:
Roll gyro (P) -8.0 degrees/second
Pitch gyro (Q) -3.99 degrees/second
_ Yaw gyro (R) -7.61 degrees/second
To determine the biases on the accelerometers, the data between T+O and
T+I second were analyzed. These are showu in Figure VI-4. At this time
the vehicle is in a near zero force field which permits establishing a
i zero setting. The average values of the accelerometer readings at this '_
, time were:
-" t
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X-accelerometer -0.05 g's
Y-accelerometer +0.0 g's
Z-accelerometer +0.0 g's
The scale factors on the gyros and accelerometers were initialized
at unity.
The initial estimates of position and velocity at drop were obtained
' from smoothed radar data:L
i
!
Latitude 34.0136 deg.
Longitude -106.2438 deg.
Altitude 91,148 ft.
Velocity 55 ft/sec
Flight Path Angle 0 deg.
(Gamma)
Azimuth 95.0 deg.
,',_
The initial estimates of the body Euler angles are required for bodyi -heading (PSI), pitch (_IETA) and roll angle (PItI)° The initial Euler
angle estimates are:
PSI 16°
THETA -94° _
PHI O°
The initial estimate for PSI was taken from the load bar camera at
drop while THETA was estimated at -94° based on nominal value. Given
these initial conditions and previously established biases and scale i
factors STEP provides a very good fit to the radar (R122) data between 1
T+O and T+20 seconds. The radar tracking data deviated from the recon-
structed trajectory by the following standard deviation.
a = 4.9 ft.
slant range
_azimuth ffi7.5 x 10-3 deg. 55 ft. (position error)
_elevation = 5.7 x 10-3 deg. 43 ft. (position error)
!
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L STEP reconstructed trajectory provides a very accurate measurement
of altitude and velocity. Combining these values with the meteorology
data, velocity relative to the wind, Rach number and dynamic pressure
were computed. Time history of altitude, velocity, Mach Number and dynamic
pressure are shown in Figures VI-10 and VI-II. The conditions established by
STEP at mortar fire and peak load, provided in Table VI-2, show that theI
flight performance did meet the requirements for dynamic pressure as required
in FigureVl-l. The angle of attack, sideslip and total angle of attack are
shown in Figures Vl-12 and VI-13.
In conclusion, the actual velocity dynamic pressure test conditions
were well within the success criteria deployment box (Figure Vl-l) for
the subsonic flight te_t. However, the dynamic pressure and altitude
at deployment were not within their computed 2Q dispersion limits. This
anomaly in predicted test conditions was because of a low drop altitude.
The drop altitude was consistently low for all the BLDT flights.
The predicted flight conditions with respective statistical disper-
sion estimates are compared below with the actual flight conditions.
Predicted Actual
Value 2_ Dispersion Value
Dynamic Pressure 6.22 5.84 - 6.60 6.90
Velocity 461 456 - 466 464.3
Mach Number .469 .463 - .475 .471
Altitude 88,800 87,336 - 90,264 87,027
Total Angle of Attack 4.2 2.8 - 5.7 5.7
It is noted that if the drop altitude had not been 1,700 ft. low,
all flight conditions would have been within estimated 20 dispersions
at deployment.
i
%
[
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B. Capsule Aerodynamic Characteristics
The aerodynamic forces and moments on the vehicle were evaluated
during the free fall trajectory based on the gyros and accelerometer
data. The axial force coefflcient is shown in Figure VI-14, and appears
to be slightly lower than predicted. The transverse and normal accel-
erations were es_entlally zero,as expected, as was the roll acceleration.
The pitch/yaw gyro rate data was differentiated to obtain the rotational
acceleration and applied moments using the equation:
PM _Q x IYY
YM = R x IZZ
where:
PM = Pitch moment, ft-lb
YM ffiYaw moment, ft-lb
"_ IYY = Pitch moment of inertia, 339 slug-ft 2
IZZ Yaw moment of inertia, 296 slug-ft 2
Q = Pitch acceleration, rad/sec 2
= Yaw acceleration, rad/sec 2
The angles of attack and sideslip at which the predicted aerodynamics
would generate these moments are compared to the STEP reconstructed
angles in Figure VI-14. There is good agreement near parachute deploy- •
ment between these two methods for obtaining vehicle attitude, however,
near drop, the deviations need discussion. The STEP results are based
on inertial rates and motions which are then corrected for the relative
wind using meteorological data. When the velocity is low, large relative
angles are produced by small wind inaccuracies. Conversely, the differ-
entiation of the gyro data is inherently noisy, however, the applied
moments are dependent on the slope of the rate data which makes this
method insensitive to biases in the instrumentation. The period and
phasing of both pitch and yaw oscillations are more indicative of an
initial vehicle attitude error as opposed co a tip-off rate at drop.
mum mm .... mm I
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' The pltch/taw motions are Judged to be the result of a wind shear during
the i,_itial descent.
C. Thermal Control Subsystem
The design requirements for the BLDT Thermal Control subsystem were
based on maintaining previously qualified hardware within the maximum and
minimum specified qualification temperatures. Except for several isolated
' electrical heaters, a passive thermal control system was utilized on the
BLDT vehicle for ascent and float control. The passive system was based
on vehicle attitude and vehicle ascent rate to float altitude with convec-
tion, solar radiation, reflected solar radiation and infrared radiation
_xl being the major heat transfer parameters being considered.
The design ascent profiles are shown in Figure VI-15 with a fast
ascent rate, when integrated with the above mentioned parameters, pro-
ducing the hot case and the slow ascent rate producing the cold case.
Figures VI-16, VI-17, VI-18 and VI-19 show select hot and cold case pre-
dicted temperature profiles for the base cover, rocket motor support
structure, aeroshell and S-band transmitter respectively. Also shown in
These figures are discrete point actual temperatures, extracted from the
TM data which were recorded at approximately half hour intervals.
It can be seen in Figure VI-15 that the ascent rate was the equiv-
i alent of a fast ascent when the system broke out of the low altitude float
mode. The actual heat transfer condition deviated from the prediction as
' follows:
I. Prior to actual ascent, the system was probably enclosed in
clouds.
c!
-J == = L
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. 2. The vehicle was wetted by atmospheric moisture with ice
formation affecting the actual temperatures.
3. The vehicle base cover exterior was somewhat coated with
corns tarch.
With the above conditions, it is probable that a hot case condition
would result due to rapid ascent and freezing moisture as shown on the
plots for the base cover, P_S and aeroshell, the temperature histories
/
do approach a hot case, once the system starts the actual ascent.
Since the S-Band transmitter is subject to heating due to electrical
power consumption, the temperature profile for the transmitter is probably
more effected by the unpredicted moisture and ice formation. This contri-
butes to a cold case transmitter profile as shown in Figure VI-19.
Presented below is a table showing the temperatures measured by the
"on-board" thermistors at the time of vehicle release from the load bar
F
and at aeroshell separation compared with the specified requirement at
vehicle drop.
° SPEC IFICATION ACTUAL
REQUIREMENT (°F) TEMPERATURE (OF)
MAX MIN DROP A/S SEPARATION
• Rate Gyro 125 0 47 47
Equipment Ballast 165 0 55 57
S-Band Transmitter #i 165 0 60 61
Instrument Beams #1 125 0 29 29
Bridle #I 210 -90 0 0
Aeroshell #I 175 -i15 9 6
Mortar Cannister #I 80 No Min 25 61
Mortar Breech 75 25 45 91
Instrument Begin#2 125 0 27 27
) Bridle #2 210 -90 18 16
Aeroshell #2 173 -115 19 19
Rocket Motor Support (No Prediction) 22 21
Structure
Mortar Cannister #2 80 No Min 26 67 '
Mortar Breech Flange 75 25 27 46
Bridle #3 210 -90 13 ii
•Main Battery 80 50 15 L3 !
i * The thermistor titled "main battery temperature" is misnamed, it really ,_
_ measures rocket motor support structure temperature.
L
\ (a
: .............................. P ! mini
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' D. Structural Subsystem
The structural system provided support and dynamic operation during all
phases of the AV-3 mission. There was no evidence of any structural failure
in the load carrying structure and the aeroshell separation system functioned
as required. The sponge seal installed between the mortar cannister and the
BLDT vehicle did prohibit the flow of mortar gases into the BLDT vehicle.g
Inspection of the recovered hardware revealed the following conditions:
I. Aeroshell - Nose cap poked out, separated outer panels and bent
outer ring. All damage was due to ground impact or ground handling.
2. Rocket Motor Support Structure - The RI_S and instrument beam
appeared undamaged except that the ballast was sheared from the main struc-
ture. Several compouents on the instrument beam were damaged with one com-
mand receiver/decoder being sheared from the beam. All damage was due to{
ground impact or ground handling.
3. Base Cover - The base cover appeared structurally sound with minor
. scratches and dents due to ground handling. One hole appears in the base
cover of unknown origin. The hole was punched from external to internal and,
as reported by the recovery crew, was probably not from ground impact or ground
handling. It was hoped that the slant load bar camera would give clues con-
cerning this hole, but the camera film detail was not adequate due to con-
taminated lens elements.
} 4. Parachute Truss - No visible damage.
5. Load Bar Support Structure - TBD. i
It is noted that the recovered vehicle displayed considerable white
deposits, probable cornstarch, on the external surfaces of the base cover
: _nd inside of the rocket motor support structure. Also, the recovery crew
indicated that the general condition of the vehicle was wet internal and
i external with small patches of ice internally.
F
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. E. Propulslon i Azimuth Pointing and Ordnance Subs_te_
The subsonic vehicle required no propulsion or azimuth pointing elements
and all pyrotechnic devices performed as planned. Visual inspection of the
recovered hardware revealed that all pyrotechnic initiators operated as
planned.
The release of the vehicle from the load bar was by means of three
i
pyrotechnic operated release nuts. The instrumentation did not indicate
any gross late release function. The slant load bar camera, which would
have provided a view of the vehicle drop away, had ice and water depoaits
on the lens elements which precluded seeing the drop away in sufficient
detail to establish ordnance firln8 simultaneity.
; F. Electrical Subsystem
_ The electrical power and sequencing systems operated satisfactorily
i during the complete flight operation. All battery voltage and timed
i events occurred within predlcted/requlred limits.Flight batteries were activated on August 14, using previously estab-
lished activation procedures. No battery activation problems occurred.
Battery voltages were above minimum at launch as shown in Table VI-3
during the mission.
Camera batteries functioned satisfactorily as evidenced by "on-board"
camera operation during the vehicle flight sequence,
The actual airborne programmed sequence times are provided in Table
IV-1. The vehicle command system operated as required, receiving and
executing the following co,ands subsequent to balloon launch.
I
I lI
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TIME COMMAND
15:10 hrs Z Safe/Safe/B/u (ConnnandSystem Check)
17:33 hrs Z Arm Vehicle
17:33:30 hrs Z Clockwise conln_nd (Power A/B Pro-
gran_ers)
17:45:00.54 hrs Z Vehicle Drop
, _ 17:45:17.07 hrs Z Mortar Fire
G. Instrumevtatlon Subsystem
All instrumentation hardware operated properly during the various
phases of flight with the exception of the cameras which were recording
various test functions. The following data is available concerning post°
_k flight films:
: I. Aft Viewin G Miiliken - The aft viewing Milllken . mera film pro-
vldes sufficient detail to view the parachute deployment process despite
i the presence of ice in the lens elements and sun reflection.
2. Aft Viewin_ Photosonics - The aft viewing photosonics films are
' of poor quality due to heavy ice deposits on the lens elements
3. Forward ViewlnR Milliken - The forward viewing Milllken films
! are of good quality.
, Although not a part of the BLDT vehicle instrumentation, the post-flight
film for the load bar cameras reveals:
1. Slant Camera - The quality of the slant camera film is poor due
to ice/water deposits. The separation sequence is visible but no det, _,
can be seen.
2. Load Vertical Camera - The post-fllght film from t_'s c_:ra
J
reveals that the load bar was not stable enough to view th_ dpc-le._tor
deployment. Due to the narrow field of view, the BLDT vehicle is o_,t 'f i
I
the camera view most of the time.
t
_''_ i
B:,,,}.......... ., I .................................... I
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H. R. F. Subsystem
_' The airborne S-Band telemetry, C-Band tracking and tom,land control
RF subsystems performed without malfunction throughout the flight. Signal
acquisition for TH and tracking frequencies occurred after at! aining an
altitude of approximately 24,000 feet. The command system capture was
,
firm at about 15:10 hrs Z when the vehlcle was at an altitude of 85°F K
feet.
Command syste_ ground station checkouts were performed at launch -2
hours. All command transml.tterswere monitored at the J-67 site for center
frequency, single tone deviatlm_ and triple tone execution of commands.
Command system checkouts were satisfactory, however the north Oscura Peak\
transmitter "B" was inoperative due to a component malfunction. Conse-
i quently, the Test Conductor requested that transmitter "A" at NOP be
i
utilized as the primary transmitter for the mission.
Telemetry data was monitored at J-67 and appeared satisfactory in allrespects.
I. ,TSE/OSE
The Test Support Equipment and Operational Support Equipment per- ",
formed within the design requirements for this equipment.
]
J. Nus Properties
The BLDTvehicle mess property requirements, at decelerator mortar
fire, were established, based on the Viking Lander Capsule, to be as
fol lows :
i
- ! w,,. -,-- ----_-.-- _. {
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Vehicle Weight
Y Axis eg Loca _on - 0 Offset + 0.30"
Z axis cg Location -1.41 + 0.30"
X Axis cg Location - 31.7" to 33.7"_
Fnr vehicles AV-Ij 2 and 4, the tolerance ou the Y ans Z axis cg location
was _ 0.030. This required spin balancing of the vehicles. For vehicle
AV-3, the tolerance was established at + 0.300. This broad tolerancem
permitted balancing with predicted values rather than actually spin
balancing.
The vehicle AV-3 vehicle mass properties are summarized in Table VI-4.
\
I
* Referen-.ed to Aeroche}l Theoretical Apex.
\
i I
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TABLE VI- 1
BLDT AV-3 ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTI_:S
EASY-WEST NORTH-SOUTH SPEED
ALTITUDE WIND WIND OF SOUND DENSIfY
(5000 FT) ___FT/SEC) __[_f._SEC_____ (FT/SEC) (SLUGS/FT 3'
1 11. I. 1132. .19468-2
2 1. 1. 1108. .16961-2
3 5. 3. 1089. .14586_2
4 9. 13. 1670. .12455-2
5 14. 33. 1052. .10565-2
6 37. 27. 1024. .90500-3
" 61. 11. 1002. .75849-3
8 55. I. 978. .63431-3
9 20. 27. 952. .52565-3
13 10. 31. 937. .421839-3
11 -7. 18. 941 .32463-3
12 -18. 9. 949. .24798-3
13 -_9. 8. 959. .19016-3
14 -27 2. 965. .1_728-3
15 -48. 4. 973. .11429-3
q75. 90034-416 -47 9. •
17 -46 5. 983. .70242-4
18 -56 -5. 990 .54913-4
19 -71 -3. 998 .43270-4
20 -54 19. IOrJ. .34151-4
.............. -..... I............. []
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TABLE Vl-2
STATE VECTOR DATA - BLDT AV-3
MORTAR FULL
DROP FIRE OPEN
: Time (t) - Sec 0 1.6.5 i8.27
_" Altitude (h) - ft 91130 87027 86192
Velocity (V) ft/s"_ -- 464.3 455.6
Gamma LT) - deg. -- -89.5 -8P.9
PSI (_) - deg. -16.1 55.2 -90.97"
Theta (0) - deg. -94. -84.7 -84.22"
.\
PHI (_) - deg. 0 -50.0 94.60*
i Mach No, _MN) -- ,471 .462
....mic Pressure (q) - ib/ft2 -- 6.90 6.91
[
_ngle of Attack (_) - deg. -- 3.5 +1.3
Sidesllp Angle (_) - deg. -- -4.5 +3.0 '
Total .Angle of Attack (I?) - deg. -- 5.7 3.5
i Spin (p) - deglsec -.5 -.5 -.5 \
i *These values are at t = 18.3
' i
,i t
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions reached from the in-depth analysis of the AV-3
mission data and films are:
I
i A. The flight of the vehicle was as programmed and within the pre-
dicted dispersions.
B. The vehicle velocity and dynamic pressure at mortar fire and
peak load easily fell within the require A performance box (See Figure
If-l). The remaining BLDT requirements whlcb were also met are:
Resultant angle of attack (Deg) < 21
Residual spin rate (deglsec) <iO0
Decelerator Temperature (OF) <80
C. The balloon a_cent for this flight was slower than normal because
an unexpected rain storm occurred shortly after launch. Water and ice on
the airborne camera lenses reduced _he quality of the parachute deploy-
ment film data, but had no effect on the s_ccessful q.allfication of th_
decelerator.
D• The decelerator performed as predicted with no damage sustained.
This constitutes successful qualification of the decelerator _t the sub- !
sonic conditions J
•
E. The aeroshell separation function more than adequately met the
requirement for 50 feet of separation in 3 seconds• ._
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B. Abbreviations
A/B Airborne
AGC Automatic Gain Control
A/S Aeroshell
AV BLDT Flight Vehicle Designator
BLDT Balloon Launched Decelerator Test
E/U Backup
Cg Center of Gravity
CST Combined System Test
CW Clockwise
i
CCW Counter Clockwise
; DGB Disk-Gap-Band
)
DEG Degree
Des/Set Degree/Second
£ps Feet per second
FRT Flight Readiness Test
FT Feet
GAC Goodyear Aerospace Corporation
g's Gravitational acceleration = 32.2 FPS 2
IRIG Inter Range Instrumentntton Group
Z I000)
KHz Kilohertz
LADT Low Altitude Drop Test
]_C Martin Marietta Corporation
NASA National Aeronautics end Sp_ce Administration
NOP North Oscura Peak
P Roll Rate
. 1
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PSF Pounds per Square Foot
PSI Pounds per Square Inch
PEPP Planetary Entry Parachute Program
q Dynamic Pressure
, _ Q Pitch Rate
! R Yaw Rate
RAOB Radiosonde Observation Balloon
RF Radio Frequency
RMSS Rocket Motor Support Structure
RTDS Real Time Data System
s Aerodynamic Reference Area
SCO Subcarrler Oscillation
S/N Serial Number
STEP S_atistical Trajectory Estimation Program
T Time
TDC Telemetry Data Center
TM Telemetry
VLC Viking Lander Capsule
V Time Rate of Change of Velocity
WSMR White Sands qlssile Range
ZsZulu GreenwlchMean Time)
I
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF BALLOON LAUNCHED DECELERATOR TEST VEHICLE
i The BLDT Vehicle utilized for the high altltade qualification tests of
the Viking Mars Lander Decelerator consisted of six (6) major subsystems
| which were :
i o Structural Subsystem
i o Electrical Subsystem
o Instrumentation Subsystem
o R. F. Subsystem
o Propulslon/Pyrotechnlc Subsystem
o Thermal Control Subsystem
_ The BLDT vehicles are designed to be flown as supersonic, transonic
I and free fall vehicles in order to simulate the various anticipated Mars
i entry conditions for decelerator deployment.
A. Structural Subsystem
The vehicle structural configuration provides an external envelope
which simulates t_e Viking Lander Capsule in ord ._r to qualify the Decelera-
tor in the wake of s blunt body similar to the actual Mars VLC. The
i general configuration of the BLDT vehicle is shown in Figures A-1 through
A-7.
At the initiation of the BLDT vehicle design, the test bed was to i
n_=ch the Mars VLC Cg and mass properties at decelerator deploy command.i
_ insofar as practical. The requirement was for the BLDT vehicle to have a
weight of 1888 pounds with a Cg offset of 1.41 inches in the -Z direction
st the time of decelerator me-tar fire commend. The final mass properties
i
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for each vehicle, Included in the individual reports, indicates the revl-
slons which were made to the mass properties subsequent to the BLDT
vehicle design.
The structural subsystem consisted of six (6) major components as
follows:
, 1. Rocket Motor Support Structure
£
The rocket motor support structure is s cylindrical component,
!
approximately 64 inches In diameter, which provides the major vehicle
internal longltudlnal support structure as well as providing the motor
mounts for the supersonic and transonic vehicles.
2. Instrument Beam
The Instrument beam is a structural beam which was tied to the
forward surface of the RMSS and ran symmetrically along the Y, -Y axis.
It also contained an aft facing pylon to mount the accelerometers and
rate _vros at or near the vehicle longitudinal Cg.
3. Base Cove_
The base cover is a lightweight external shell providing an aft
I configuration similar to the
Mars VLC.
4
4. Decelerator Support Structure
) The decelerator support structure is a three leg structure,
similar to the Mars VLC decelerator support structure, with a cylindri-
cal center section for mounting of the decelerator cannister parallel to
the BLDT longitudinal centerline. The decelerator support structure assem-
bled into the base uover to provide an intermediate assembly,
i
I
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5. Aeroshell
The Aeroshell which is the forward surface of the vehicle pro-
vides a conical blunt aerodynamic surface approximately 11.5 feet in dia-
meter with a 140 ° included angle. The aeroshell provides a forward con-
i figuration similar to the Mars VLC.
_- 6. Load Bar Support Structure
_ The load bar support structure is a tubular structural member
___ which provides the interface with the Air Force Cambridge Research Labors-
tory (balloon) load bar as well as providing the correct hsnglng pitch
attitude.
B. Electrical Subsystem
o.
The electrical subsystem provides the flight power, cabling and
switching/sequencing devices required to properly sequence and activate
the various functions. The electrical subsystem is shown schematically
in Figure A-8,
The vehicle is powered by five (5) silver zinc batteries as follows:
1. Main Battery - 60 All- _ P/W PD94S0026 /
Provides power for telemetry, command system A and A/B heaters.
2. Transient Batter_ - 16 AH Eagle Pitcher Model 4332
Provides power for timing correlator, C-band transponder and
i co.and system _.j, 3. Pyro Battery A - 1.O All - ESB Model 392
f L
Provides power to all pyro A circuit ordnance devices and air-
borne prolr_er A.
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4. P_ro Battery B - 1.0 AH - ESB Model 392
Provides power to all Pyro B circuit ordnance devices and air-
borne prosramner B.
5. Camera Battery - 1.0 AH - ESB Model 393 (Similar to model 392
i except tapped at 9 cells and 18 cells)
Provide +]_ volts power to onboard high speed cameras.
! -
z
e The electrlcal svbsystem provides completely redundant airborne
sequencins programmers and completely redundant pyrotechnic circuits.
In addlclon, the elercrlcal subsystem provides a11 po_'er svitchlns
relays, motor driven 8witches s power llmitlng resistors and airborne heaters.
C. Instrumentation Subs[stem
The BLDT Instrumentation subsystem provides for the real time measure-
ment and conditlonln$ of the parameters l_sted In Table A-I and provides
timing correlation for the real time measurements and airborne camera. The _
Instrumentation subsystem utilizes a PAM/FM/Iq4confIsuratlon as shorn sche-
matlcslly in Fisure A-9.
Additionally, the Instrumen_atlon subsystem provides the followlns
photographic coverage: !
1. Aft LooktnK Photosonlcs)
Approxlmately 450 frmmea/aecond to record the decelerator
deployment sequence.
2. Aft LooklnR 141111ke_
Sixty-four frames/second to record the d,celerator deployment 1sequence. J
.i t
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3. Forward LooklnR Millikan
Thlrty-two frames/second to record the Aeroshell separation
sequence and obtain a tlme/dlatanc_ hiato_'y.
D. R. F_ S_beystem
The R. F. Subsystem consists of the TM transmitter, the C-Band trans-
ponder #rid the redundant command receiver/decoders with all of the required
antenna systems.
1. THTransm_tter
The telemetry transmitter provides for the F}4 transmission of the
composite Y}4dsta from the Instrumentation Subsystem _l_er amplifier. The
transmitter provides 5 watts power output in the _-Band ( 2285.5 MHz)
range. The T}4 transmitter and antenna system is shown achematlcatly in
Figure A-IO.
2. _-Band TrackinR Transponder !
The GF_ trackln8 transponder was provided by White Sands Missile
Range and is compstlble with tracking radar AN/YPS-16 utilised at WSI_.
The transponder and antenna system Is shown achematlcally in Figure A-tO. i
/
3. Command_acaivar/Decpder
The vehicle command system, includtnJ antenna, multicouple_,
receivers and decoders, is shown schematically tn Figure A-11.
_l_e redundant receiver/decoders operate on an assigned frequency of
541 _z and provide a 28 volt nominal decoder output for command inputs
with seven command tones selected from I_IG-103-61 channels I through 20.
\ r
I
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The system coding is such that triple tone ground commands result in
the following airborne functions:
Function Commands
Primary Bac_.q_2 RedundanL
Release from load bar X X
' Mortar Fire X X
Arm Ordnance Bus X X
Safe Ordnance Bus X X
Turn RF on X
Turn RF off X
Pointing, Clockwise X X
Polnt[ng, Counterclockwise X X
E. Propulsion/,Pyrotechnic Subsystem
The propulslon/pyrotechnlc subsystem consists of the solid rocket
motors required on the supersonic and transonic vehicles, the azimuth
pointing system required on the supersonic and transonic vehicles and th_
pyrotechnic devices required on all three configurations. "
The main propulsion assembly consists of a set of Rocketdyne RS-B-
535 solid propellant rocket motors each having the following characteristics:
Nominal 3 a Variation
Total Impulse, ibf-sec Classified 0.6Z
} Burn Time Avg, Thrust, Ibf Classified 1.9%
Nozzle Cant Angle, deg 35 0.I
Thrust Vector Alignment, deg** 0.2
Ignition Interval, msec 49 +27, -17
Burn Time, sec Classified 1.87. i
Loaded Weight, Ibm 461.2 0.25***
Burnout Weight, Ibm 91.7 3.7****
%
I
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The supersonic configuration vehicles are provided with 4 of the
above motors with the transonic vehicle containing 2.
The spln/despln system is requRred to reduce trajectory dispersions
during booster burn and despln after burnout. SpinMotors having the
following characteristics are used:
l
Nomin.al* 3 a Variation
To_al Impulse, ibf-sec 76.5 3.0_
Burn Time Avg. Thrust, ibf 86.2 8.0Z
Ignition Interval, msec 10.0 +I0.0, -5.0
Burn Time, sac 0.87 +11.0%
_oaded Weight, ibm 1.2 0.i
Burnout Weight, Ibm 0.9 0.i
\
* Vacuum Conditions, 70°Y
** Alignment with respect to nozzle geometric centerline.
*** Actual weighing tolerance.
**** Variation from predicted value.
The supersonic and transonic vehicles utilized 6 each of the above motors
for spln-up and 4 each of the above for despin. _
Other pyromechanlcal and pyrotechnic functions included in the
vehicle are:
Functlon Supersonic Trsnsonic Subsonic i
_eroshell Sap. Nuts 3 3 3 i
Load Bar Release Nuts 0 0 3
Tension Rod Separator 1 1 0
Cable Cutters 2 2 0
Decelerator Mortar* I I I
* Part of Decelerator System
|
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Also included in the propulsion subsystem is an azimuth pointing
system which is used to orient the supersonic and transonic vehicle
azimuth at drop in order to assure impact within the White Sends
Missile Range in the event of a complete decelerator failure.
The pointing system is comprised of a gaseous nitrogen thruster system
l
--r located on the balloon load bar. The system provides paired clockwise or
counterclockwise rotational moments in response to ground commends. The
azimuth pointing system is shown schematically in Figure A-12.
F. Thermal Control Subsystem
The thermal control subsystem consists of those passive and active
components required to maintain vehicle components within the required
temperature levels. These components were generally:
1. Internal and external blankets,
2. Active heaters,
3. Base cover ablative material. •
4 I - Ii
I
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DESCRIPTION OF BLDT
\
SYSTEM MISSION
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A. _escrlptlon of BLDT System Nission
I. Purpose of the System
The BLDT System is designed to subject the Viking Decel_rator
'_ System to Qualification Test Requlremepts at sxmulated Mars Entry atmos-
pherlc conditions.
Y
2. System Requlrements
The Viking Decelerator System earth atmospheric test conditions
_d_Ich result from consideration of the variation in probable Mars atmos-
pheres are:
Supersonic Supersonic Transonic Subsonic
Case I Case 2 Case Case
Peak Load Mach Ha. 2.17 + 0.17 2.06 + 0.16 1,15 + 0.I0 0.46 + 0.33
Peak Load Dyn. Press. 10.09 + 0.57 9.39 + 0.55 4.52 + 0.30 6.46 + 0.80
(PSP)
Angle of Attack at _17 _17 S_O 517 £"
H/F (Degrees)
The design of the BLDT test bed is constrained by the Viking Lander Cap-
sule design to the follo_Ing:
o Vehicle welght at mortar fire - 1888 pounds.
o C8 offset in minus Z direction - 1.41 inches.
o Vehicle external envelope similar to VLC (See Appendix A) ,
o Decelerator Temperature st mortar fire - 80°F
J
i
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3. Systcl Description
The BLDT System design which evolved from the above test require°
i ments provides for a large volume, high llft balloon system capable of
i floating the BLDT Vehicles at altitudes from which the test conditions
can be achieved with reduced or no propulsion capability. The predicted
J
- test altitudes and balloon lift capability involved in the system design
are:
Supersonic Supersonic Transonic Subsonic
Case I Case 2 Case Case
* Balloon Float 119,000 119,000 120,500 92,000
Altitude (FT)
* Decelerator Mortar 147,800 148,600 137,500 89,300
Fire Alt. (FT)\,
, BLDT Vehicle 3,550 3,550 2,800 2,050
Launch Weight (LBS)
The system concept provides for the launch of the balloon/flight
vehicle system from the Roswell Industrial Air Center, Roswell, New
Mexico with the system ascending to float altitude during the approxl-
mately I00 mile westward flight to the White Sands Missile Rang,-. Once
over the range, the flight vehicle is released from the balloov load
bar to complete its flight sequence.
For the powered flight tests, the vehicle concept provides for spin
i
rotation of the vehicle prior to solid rocket motor boost to minimize
thrust dispersion effects. Following the boost phase, the vehicle is
i despun and allowed to coast to the correct dynamic pressure condition.
For the subsonic case, the vehicle is released from the load bar and
allowed to free fall until the correct velocity is attained.
* USS62 Pressure Altitude
I
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At the _ite Sands Missile Range, a ground computer system is pro-
grammed to receive _racking data which when integrated with predicted
meteorological parameters provides the intelligence for the computer to
issue a mortar fire command at the required test dynamic pressure for
the powered flights. For the non-powered flight, the computer issues a
'_ timed mortar fire command following a delay for the correct velocity
I
test conditions to be attained. In both powered and non-powered flights
the vehicle incorporates an on-board programmer which provides a backup
mortar fire command. Figure B-I and B-2 depicted a typical powered and
non-powered flight.
i The system design Includes all of the handling, checkout and control
equipment necessary for prelaunch checkout, flight control and recovery
of the system components. .:
4. Operations Description
A typical sequence flow of the mission operations from assembly _
and checkout st Roswell, New Mexico through vehicle flight and recovery _'
at WSMR, is shown in Figure B-3. Each of the sequence events is described _
below:
a. BLDT Vehicle Assembly and Checkout - This phase of the
mission operation encompasses the assembly and checkout of the various
_ system components. The BLDT vehicle, while connected to ground electri-
cal power and in partially assembled condition, is subjected to subsystem
and combined system testing in s close loop and open loop mode. The
vehicle is then assembled including airborne batteries and subjected to
a full flight readiness t_st on airborne power and in an open loop mode.
f
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While the flight vehicle is undergoing checkout and assembly, the balloon
system is also being partially assembled and subjected to flight readiness
testing. These checkout and assembly events were performed at the Roswell
Industrial Air Center.
Coincident with the checkout of the flight system, the ground control
i i system at the White Sands Missile Range is readied for the mission by
assuring that:
I) The flight @M data is routed to the correct terminal
data stations.
2) The ground command system is capable of transmitting
acceptable commands.
3) The communications links are correctly activated.
4) The command station personnel are prepared to accept
vehicle control.
b. BLDT Vehicle/Balloon InteRrstion - When the prerequisite
flight vehicle balloon system and WSMR Control Center checkout are com ....
pleted and the meteorological constraints at the launch site and WSMR
(Launch winds, float winds, local weather, etc.) are satisfactory, the
flight vehicle and balloon systems are moved from the checkout hanger
to the launch runway where system integration and final checkout is made.
The flight vehicle is connected to ground power and final subsystem
testing is completed to assure all subsystems ere functioning. The i
vehicle ordnance is electrically c_nnected and the vehicle sccess panels
are installed. In this time period the launch balloon and float balloon
are layed-out and integrated with the flight vehicle, the abort recovery
cargo chutes, the balloon winch and the launch crane.
i
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Whetl the system integration is completed, the lavnch stand is removed
from the flight vehicle leaving the fllghL vehicle suspended from the
balloon load bar which in turn is suspended from the launch crane. Also,
the launch balloon is filled with a precisely metered qaantlty of helium.
c. System Launch - Fo,lowing the integration of the flight
l
vehicle and balloon into the BLDT system, the system is ready for launch.
The launch process begins with a ground winching operation in which
the launch balloon is permitted to rise and which upon rising takes the
float balloon (L_inflated) and the cargo abort chutes from a horizontal
attitude to a vertical attitude above the launch crane. Once the system
is in the vertical attitude, the winch cable is separated fzom the balloon
\
system through the use of an ordnance device. At this point, the two
balloons with the abort cargo chutes are floating above and tethered to
the launch crane with the balloon load bar and flight vehicle suspended
from the crane beneath the tethered balloon. At this point, the total
system _or a powered flight extend from ground level to approximately
I000 feet above ground level (800 feet for a non-powered flight).
With _]I of the preceeding operations complete, it only remains to
I relense the flight system from the launch crane. To do this, the launch
crane is driven down wind at a velocity necessary to position the crane
approximately under the balloon at which point the crane release device
is actu_teJ and the balloon floats free of the ground system taking with
it the balloon load bar and flight _ehicle.
d. Ascent and Float Phase - During the ascent and float phase,
the balloon system, floating freely responds to the wind directions and
| velocities encountered as it aPcends to the design float altitude.
Generally, once clear of low altitude wind influence, the balloons float
in a westerly direction intersecting the WSMR at about mid-range. _JIll
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As the system ascends, the helium which was loaded in the launch
balloon is forced down into the float balloon which slowly inflates the
float balloon and causes the system to ascend. This process continues
until the float balloon becomes fully inflated at which point no further
llft can be obtained. The balloon ascent to float altitude is rapid
' i enough to arrive at the float altitude prior to intersecting the WS_.
The balloon ascent and direction is somewhat controllable through
the use of ballast dumping operations to control floating altitude and
rise rates In order to take advantage of winds at the upper levels.
The control of the balloon during the ascent and float phase is from
the Air Force Cambridge Research Labocatory control center at Hollaman
Air Force Base. Alamagordo, New Mexico.
When the ascending system passes through approximately 30 K feet,
the WSMR tracking radar, command networks and TM receiving stations are
able to acquire the flight vehicle and start checkout. Part of the float
checkout assures operation of the command nets by sending commanas which
do not change vehicle configuration (i.e. safe ordnance circuits, turn
R.F. on, etc.) and verifying receipt of the commands through flight vehi-
cle TM data being received at the control center.
e. Vehicle Release from Load Bar - Once the BLDT system reaches !
the proper float altitude and intersects the range, the vehlcle ordnance
circuits are armed, the vehicle flight azimuth is attained using a cold
gas pointing system and the vehicle release from the load bar is commanded,
Ali of these functions occur as a result of ground commands issued by
the flight vehicle control crew at WSMR.
f. Vehicle Fli_ht - The vehicle flight events are a function
of the type of mission being flown. 7able B-I presents a sequence of
%
m
........ _=._. •
I
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events and event times for the Supersonic, Transonic and Subsonic missions.
All of the event times in Table B-1 are times from release of the flight
vehicle from the balloon load bar with the exception of the ground mortar
fire command for the powered flights. This command is time variable
and is issued by the ground computer during the vehicle coast following
I
despin when the vehicle achieves the correct dynamic pressure.
For the powered flights following release of the vehicle from the
r-
i load bar, the vehicle is under control of the redundant airborne pro-
i grammers with the exception of the issuance of the decelerator mortar
fire. The vehicle functions provide a flight profile as shown in Figures
B-I and B-2.
During the vehicle powered flights, the vehicl_ is tracked by the
WSMR tracking devices to provide the ground computer wxth the intelle-
gence for issuing the mortar fire command. For all flights, tracking
devices provide data for post flight analysis and to support vehicle
recovery operations. ..
For the non-powered, free fall mission, the vehicle functions are
commanded by the on-board redundant programmers except for the mortar fire
which is issued as a timed output from the ground computer.
g. Recovery Operations - During this phase of the mission, all
of the system components are located and moved to WSMR facilities for post
i flight inspection. Also during this phase the various system cameras
are recovered and the film processed for post flight analysis.
i
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APPENDIX C
GAC POST-TEST INSPECTION
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APPENDIX C
GAC POST-TEST INSPECTION
EXCERPTS FROM GAC REPORT NO. RSE-20927-21
, i The Viking decelerator system S/N 17 was flown as BLDT 4 (kV-3).
This system Incorporated S/N 18 parachute. The following constitutes
the post-flight inspection report.
Chute Canopy
The damage chart Is present In Figure C-I. As noted on the chart,
there are 4 black smudges on gore 25 in the band area. There are random
\
brown spots on the disk. One of the brown spots was accompanied by a small
bug. There was no physical damage to the canopy.
i Su!pension Lines - No damage.
Devlowaent BaR ..i
There are 4 small cuts located bet_aeen 5" and 8" from the bottom of
the bag. Two of the cuts are near an imprint of the swivel bolt. The bag
is blackened on the outside surface.
Buffer
) The quartz facing of the buffer is torn (approximately I inch) at each ii
of the tie locations. The facing in the center of the buffer is torn at the i:
points where the filler block is attached.
Filler Block - The filler block is missing.
,l tt
I
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Bridle Legs
The bridle legs are undamaged. Some of the basting stiches are
broken. The bridle legs are blackened.
Cover Thermal Protection
Some random ruptures of the quartz facing are in evidence. The
segments are blackened.
Bridle Leg Covers - The covers are blackened. No apparent damage.
Horta.__.._r
The inside c the mortar tube is blackened. The straps at the top
of the mortar are all intact, The choker cord is fused to one of the
straps. There is no apparent damage to the mortar.
Sabo.._.t.t
The sabot is blackened on the outer surface. The Teflon and stain-
less steel discs are still attached. The sabot retention straps are
blackened but intact.
j |
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X BR_ SPOTS
(_) BROWN SPOT ACCOMPANIED
BY SMALL BUG
I
i
t FIGUREC-1 PARACHUTEDAMAGECHART
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FIGURE C- 1 (CONTINUED) 1
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APPENDIX D
PARACHUTE DIMENSIONAL SURVEY
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PRE -FLIGHT AV- 3
RADIAL A(DISC) B(GAP) C (BAND) D(DISK) E(BAND) F (BAND) G (SUSP)
_o. FT-_NC_S INCUS INC_m__.__SINCHSS INOmS INCH_S FT-INCHES
i 17 - 31/2 255/16 751/8 301/2 301/16 301/4 90 - 21/2
2 41/2 1/4 1/4 1/8 i/2 1/2 2
3 5 5/16 3/16 1/4 7/16 1/2 2
4 5 1/4 5/16 3/8 7/16 5/8 13/4
5 51/8 1/4 1/8 1/4 1/4 1/4 2
6 43/4 5/16 1/4 5/16 1/2 3/8 11/2
7 43/4 3/16 0 1/4 1/4 3/8 11/4
8 43/8 1/4 3/8 1/4 1/2 1/2 11/4
41 3 5/16 3/8 3/8 I/2 29 /4 /16
I0 41/4 3/16 1/8 I/4 1/4 3/8 13/4 =
11 4 3/16 0 3/8 1/4 5/16 11/2
12 33/4 1/4 7413/16 1/4 1/2 5/8 11/4
13 33/4 1/4 0 1/2 1/2 1/2 11/4
14 41/4 3/8 3/16 3/16 1/4 3/8 11/4
15 43/4 5116 5/16 3/16 7/16 I/2 11/2
16 43/8 1/4 3/16 1/4 3/8 1/4 ll/4
17 41/4 1/4 3/8 1/4 3/8 7/16 11/4
13
18 4 7/16 5/16 1/4 1/2 1/4 /4
19 41/2 1/4 1/4 1/2 1/2 3/4 11/4
20 41/2 1/4 1/8 3/16 5/16 3/8 11/4
111221 41/4 5/16 1/4 3/16 5/16 3/4
22 43/8 5/16 5/16 7/16 1/2 5/16 11/2
11/423 41/2 5/16 1/4 1/16 7/16 5/16
24 41/2 5/16 7/16 1/4 9/16 3/4 11/4
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PRE-FLIGHT AV-3 (CONTINUED)
RADIAL A(DISC) B(GAP) C (BAND) D(DISK) E(BAND) F(BAND) G(SUSP)
NO_=O.t__ FT-INCHES INCKE____=SSINCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES FT-INCHES
25 17 - 4314 255/16 753/8 301/4 301/4 305/8 90 - 11/4
26 41/2 5/16 1/4 I/8 3/4 3/16 i'/4
27 4 1/4 1/16 3/8 5/8 5/8 13/4
28 4 5/16 0 3/16 5/8 i/2 11/4
29 41/4 i/4 1/16 7/16 1/2 1/2 11/4
30 37/8 5/16 3/8 3/16 1/2 1/2 11/2
31 41/4 3/8 5/8 3/16 1/2 1/2 11/4
32 41/8 5/16 7/16 3/16 7/16 I/2 13/4 _.
33 4 1/4 7/16 3/8 7/16 5/16 11/4 :5
#
34 31/2 1/4 3/16 1/8 5/8 5/8 13/4 ;
35 4 5/16 5/16 3/16 1/2 9/16 13/4
36 33/4 5/16 3/16 1116 112 518 13/4
37 43/4 1/4 1/4 5/8 1/4 3/8 2
38 43/4 3/8 3/16 1/8 5/8 1/2 11/2
39 43/4 1/4 1/4 3/8 1/2 1/2 11/4
40 43/8 3/8 1/4 1/16 3/8 1/2 11/2
41 41/8 5/16 5/16 3/8 1/4 3/16 13/4
42 4) '4 I/4 1/4 3/8 1/2 3/4 11/2
43 41/2 5/16 3/8 3/16 5/8 I/4 11/2
44 4114 318 3/8 I/8 114 I/4 ii/2 _!
45 41/2 1/4 5/16 7/16 5/8 3/8 11/2 i
46 41/2 5/16 3/8 i/4 5/8 I/2 II/4
47 41/2 114 318 118 1/2 1/2 11/4
48 41/2 3/8 3/8 3/8 1/2 7/16 11/4
.................................. ............ II .__........ +....JJL++....+++._I I
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PRE-FLIGHT AV-3 (CONTINUED)
BRIDLE LEG H - INCHES RADIAL J - INCHES
i S/N 52 903/16 1/25 421/2
$/N 53 901/2 7/31 421/8
i._ S/N 54 903/16 13/37 423/8
19/43 421/4
\
.!
i
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POST-TEST AV-3
RADIAL A(DISC) B(GAP) C(BAND) D(DISK) E (BAND) F (BAND) G(SUSP)
NO. FT- INCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES FT- INCHES
1 17 - 51/4 253/8 751/2 301/2 30-0 303/16 88 - 4
2 6 1/4 3/4 1/8 5/8 7/16 3
3 61/4 3/8 3/4 1/8 3/8 1/2 4
4 53/4 3/8 3/4 3/8 3/8 5/8 23/4
5 53/4 1/4 5/8 1/4 1/4 1/4 31/2
6 53/4 5/16 5/8 1/4 5/8 3/8 3
7 6 5/16 5/8 1/8 1/4 3/8 1
8 53/4 3/8 7/8 3/8 9/16 1/2 ii/2
9 55/8 3/8 7/8 1/2 5/8 1/2 31/4
10 51/4 3/8 3/4 1/8 3/8 3/8 21/2
ii 51/2 1/4 3/4 3/8 3/8 3/8 I -
12 51/2 1/4 5/8 1/4 7/16 3/4 01/2
13 45/8 5/16 1/2 1/8 7/16 7/16 0
14 51/4 3/8 5/8 1/4 1/4 5/16 111/4
15 6 3/8 3/4 1/4 9/16 1/2 111/2
16 51/2 3/8 3/4 3/8 3/8 5/16 11
17 47/8 3/8 3/4 3/8 1/4 9/16 ii
18 41/2 1/2 3/4 1/4 1/2 1/4 111/2
19 51/2 1/4 3/4 1/2 5/16 3/4 111/2
20 51/4 1/4 5/8 5/16 1/4 3/8 11
21 51/2 I/4 7/8 1/4 1/8 3/4 ii _
22 51/2 7/16 15/16 i/2 3/8 1/4 111/2 :
,t
23 51/2 1/2 3/4 1/8 5/16 1/4 6 _i
24 5 1/2 7/8 3/8 5/8 3/4 6 .:_
l
I
- nl mm m .
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POSZ-TESTAV-3 (CO_-ZiNUED)
RADIAL A(DISC) B(GAP) C (BAND) D(DISK) E(BAND) F(BAND) G(SUSP)
NO. FZ-INC_S INCHES INCH_S ZNCHE_....__SINCHES INCUS FT-INCHES
25 17 - 5 25112 75518 30318 30114 309/16 88 - 61/2
26 51/4 7/16 1/2 1/4 7/8 0 61/2
27 43/4 5/16 1/2 3/8 3/8 3/4 7
28 47/8 3/8 3/8 1/4 1/2 1/2 61/2
29 51/8 3/8 1/4 1/2 3/8 1/2 61/2
30 5 3/8 5/8 1/4 3/8 1/2 8
31 43/4 1/2 3/4 1/4 1/2 1/2 61/2
32 43/4 3/8 3/4 1/4 5/16 3/8 61/4
33 43/4 1/4 3/4 1/2 3/8 1/4 61/2
34 41/4 1/4 1/2 1/4 1/2 1/2 63/4
35 51/4 1/4 3/4 1/4 1/2 1/2 7
36 51/2 3/8 76-0 1/8 3/8 5/8 61/2
37 51/2 3/8 751/2 3/4 1/4 3/8 9
38 51/2 318 1/2 3/16 5/8 3/8 81/4
39 53/4 3/8 3/4 7/16 5/16 9/16 9
40 5 3/8 1/2 1/8 3/8 7/16 81/2 :
41 51/4 1/2 5/8 3/8 1/4 3/8 91/4 'i
42 5 1/4 76-0 3/8 9/16 7/8 9 .
43 51/2 3/8 757/8 1/4 5/8 3/16 81/4
44 5 3/8 3/4 i/8 I/4 5/16 81/2
45 5 1/4 3/4 3/8 5/8 3/8 81/4
46 51/2 1/4 76-0 1/4 5/8 9/16 8
47 53/4 1/2 753/4 1/16 1/2 1/2 71/2
48 53/4 1/2 76-0 1/4 1/2 7/16 71/2
j
I l l .................................... ,L_'!
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POST-TEST AV-3 (CONTXNUED)
' BRIDGE LEG H - INCHES RADIAL J - INCHES
S/N 52 907/8 1/25 421/2
S/N 53 911/8 7/31 421/2
S/N 54 907/8 13/37 425/8
19/43 421/2
l !
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I. PURPOSE
The control of the Balloon Launch Decelerator Test Flights at WSMR
was aided through computer predictions and operations. It was the res-
i ponsiblllty of WSMR (RTDS) personnel to develop computer software neces-
' i sary to fulfill operational requirements imposed by _ and constraints
imposed by Range Safety. The purpose of this appendix is to discuss the
:i real time computer software needed at WSMR for the BLDT mission and, in
particular, describe the software furnished by PflqC. The major software
functions were to:
! Predict impact of flight/payload components
"_ i Issue a precision, real time decelerator mortar fire command
i Generate real time flight informationIn support of the above requirements, the following computer programs
were developed by F_IC for NSMR implementation:
Vehlcle Fllght Azimuth Program
Vehlcle Impact Prediction Program
Decelerator Mortar Fire Command Program
i '
! :
l '!i
-- ' - g | | i
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II. VEI-IICLE FLIGHT AZIMUTH PROGRAM
The vehicle azimuth was not controlled during the subsonic drop
test. The vehicle flight azimuth program, which was developed for the
powered flight, was not operational on this flight.
\
f
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A. Pro&ram Requirement
As previously discussed in IIA, it is a requirement to provide i_act
Informatlon to Range Safety in order to select a drop point and corresponding
i •
flight azimuth. Addltionally, the impact data are used to select the best
impact •re• to expedite recovery of the spent hardware and to direct the
recovery crew to the predicted impact area.
The program is required to operate in two modes as follows:
I. A static mode in which drop parameters are selected and impact
analysis are performed using range intersect predictions.
2. A dynamic mode in vhlch real time drop parameters are used and
real time impact predictions are derived.
The mode of operation is manually selected and requires on!y a change
in the source of input data.
• _ B. Program _mplement•tion
The Impact Prediction Program is based upon • nomlnat trajectory
(p_rturbed by currant vlnd conditions), latitude and longitude of drop \
mnd vehicle handing at drop.
) The software reflects t_o modes of flight; accelerated flight (powered
flight and decelerator trs_ient8); and equilibrium descent, where the
aerodynamic dre 8 18 nearly equal to the systmnwelaht and the rate of
descent is • direct function of the atmospheric _snstty. Tht point of
impact is obtained by first computing the wind affect to the nouinat, zero
i
vlnd, accelerated flight trajectory and then adding the wlnd drift effect
of the equilibrlum descent.
+
• ,,r
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1. _¢e_e_aeed Ylimht Mode
The vehicle pozltlon, .it the completion of accelerated flisht,
is computed by eddlns'wlnd corrections to a nom*.nel zero wind trajectory
which is represented by • nominal rense (R) for _ach vehicle confisuratlon
and a nominal szlnuth shift (A AZ) whlch occurs beceuse of vehicle e _n.
' The time equivalents of the nominal trajectory end wind velocities ere
tebulet6d as functions of eltltude st intervals of 5000 feet. The p.- '-
tlon correctlot_s due to wlnd ere computed by multlplyln8 the wind veloclt_
Cdi) by the time (t i) required to trenaveree each of the 5000 feet inter-
vale of altitude.
The position (Xa,Y e) at the completion of accelerated flisht t8 Siren
\
by the equations:
_' (4)xe-xD+R,In<_+A_) + t-l_t,0,xi)
N
<5)Ye"YD+IcosC%+4-_z)+ _ ti %t)i..I
where: AZ is the drop hudtn8
_ XD,YD Is the range drop position.
The po, lclon location (Xe,Ya) It the startlnj location for the equilibrium
) descent portion of the compuCatlon vhleh follows.
2. Equllibrtom Descent
Duriu_ equilibrium daccent_ the vehicle velsht ceuaterbelance8
aerodynamic dra 8 as shown in the relationship:
mmn I mira I ,
-- !
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(6) Weight - Drag
vt -, q CDA
phere: q i_ dy_amlc pressure
!/ CD is aerodynamlc drag coefficient
' _ p Is atmospheric density
'[_ -hdt is rate of descent
_ It is noted that the atmospheric density (p) is considered constant over
_-, each altltude interval.
_- Rearranging equation (6), the time spent during any sltltude Interval
_ can be computed as:
'i .I'c°'l*"_ (7) At i _2 vt • 5000
°_ The summation o£ the displacements obtained by multiplying the At by the
corresponding wind velocity for each 5000 feet altltude interval gives the
increment o£ vehicle displacement (Xb,Yb) for the equIXlbrlum descent pot- _"
tlon of the impact prediction. This summation is represented by:
H
_ _a)xb- _ at i %i )i=l \
H
(9) Y_-_ At_ %i) ,_
The displacements given by equations (8) and (?_ are added to the posl- -_
tion computed by the accelerated fXight operations to obtain the impact •
pcqitlon (Xp,Yp). The equations for this operation are: .:_.J
(10) Xp-xa + xb
(U) Yp =¥a +¥b
,t
, n | il IS _ iDa
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The Impact predlctlon is computed separately for each of the posslble
flight conditions which are:
o Powered flight followed by payload decelerated descent to
impact.
o Powered flight followed by aeroshell descent to impact.
, ! o Powered flight without decelerator deployment (abort mode).
The impact prediction program drove an XY plotted which displayed impact
locations of the above flight articles superimposed on a map of the _n_tte
Sands Missile Range. During the dynamic mode of operation, where the
heading angle was fed,dlrectly to the impact prediction program froB the
azimuth program, the impact prediction was displayed continuously for the
_ abort mode which was the mast critical case due to its extended trajectory.
This continuous impact display provided assurance to Ranse Safety that the
I overall azimuth control operation was adequate and stable and since the
dlsplay was for the worst case (abort), Range Safety was assured that all
flight articles would impact within an acceptable area.
:!
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IV. DECELERATOR MORTAR FIRE PROGL_
A. _oRrm aequlr_ent
The Airborne Co_.Rnd receiver was used to allow the ground computer
_- to fire the decelerator mortar at the proper fllsht conditions. The dual
_/ vehicle progr--,.ers were set to open a time window for this slgnal to pre-
_" vent inadvertent mortar fire and also to backup the 8round command in the
event this command link failed.
_ B. Program Implementation
_ The drop toe.and was used to start a count-down clock in the computer
"_ which transmitted the mortar fire command when it timed out. No provisions
were included to chanse this time due to the predictable nature of the .gravitation acceleration of the vehicle.
.LII .... _.......................... -!IIIII II
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